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Flying in the
COVID-19 Era:
Considerations for Pilots

I

f on January 1, you had asked me to predict what the world would be like
May 1, I would have failed the test spectacularly. Just as our day-to-day lives
have changed during the COVID-19 pandemic, we as pilots now must be
attentive to new considerations. Likewise, as the states relax restrictions, we
will have to weigh the risk of where we fly and who we fly with.
In the short term, according to the National Business Aviation Association
guidance, a pilot’s best practices should include:
• Self-monitoring for coronavirus symptoms;
• Asking your passengers about possible virus symptoms or exposure;
• Sanitizing and cleaning aircraft.
As there is no vaccine to prevent
COVID-19, the best way to prevent
you and others from getting it is
to minimize exposure. According
to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), most people
who contract COVID-19 have mild
symptoms and are able to recover
at home. However, some people,
especially those with underlying
medical conditions, are at risk of
developing serious complications.
Fitness to Fly: From an aeromedical standpoint, the implications of being
infected with the coronavirus depends on how serious your symptoms are. As
with any acute illness, you may resume flying upon a full recovery and in the
absence of any significant complications that might affect your fitness to fly.
According to the CDC, you can discontinue home isolation if you have not
experienced a fever for 72 hours, other symptoms have improved, and at least
7 days have passed since your symptoms first appeared. Consult your AME
if you have doubts or questions. If you are hospitalized, you will need to note
that on your next medical application, but the hospitalization alone would not
be disqualifying.
Hydroxychloroquine Use: The FAA stated in mid-April on the use of chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine by airmen as a preventative measure against
COVID-19 infection. Due to potential aero-medically significant side effects, the
FAA has determined that medical certificate holders cannot fly while taking these
medications, nor may they fly for 48 hours after discontinuing use.
Medicals & Currency: The FAA is allowing pilots to continue to fly if their
airmen medical certificates expire between March 31 and June 30. Also, pilots
Continued on page 7
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MMOPA Member Guide
Malibu M-Class Owners & Pilots Association

MMOPA LIBRARY: The MMOPA website has an in-depth
library with a variety of maintenance instructions and
best practice documents, checklists, POH’s and guides.
In addition, there are training and safety content,
Service Bulletin information and back issues of
MMOPA Magazine. New resources are continually
added and updated.

18149 Goddard St.
Overland Park, KS 66013
www.mmopa.com
mmopasafety.org
MMOPA Executive Director
Dianne White
dwhite@mmopa.com
The Malibu M-Class (MMOPA) is a not-for-profit
organization dedicated to the interests and safety of
owners and pilots worldwide who fly PA46 derivative
(Malibu, Mirage, Meridian, JetPROP, Matrix, M350, M500
& M600) aircraft. MMOPA was founded in 1988, and now
serves nearly 1,000 members. MMOPA is not affiliated with
the Piper Aircraft, Inc., of any other manufacturer/vendor.
Membership is available to any registered or
prospective owner and/or operator of qualified aircraft
or any qualifying individual or organization involved with
or providing a service for the PA46 family of aircraft.
Dues are $275 of which $60 is applied toward your
subscription to MMOPA Magazine. Members also have
access to the MMOPA members website and forums,
Jeppesen subscription discounts, and eligibility to attend
MMOPA events and activities (additional fees may apply to
some events).
Member-Only Benefits & Services

MMOPA ONLINE FORUMS: One of the most active online
forums in general aviation, the MMOPA forums has dozens
of messages posted each day. It is the ideal place to discuss
ownership, safety, operational and maintenance topics,
absorb information or get any question answered.
MMOPA HOTLINE: Members have access to experts to
answer questions regarding airframe/engine, avionics, legal
issues and general membership.
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ANNUAL CONVENTION: Each year, PA46 pilots and
enthusiasts gather for a four-day event featuring seminars,
vendor trade show and social activities. The convention is
open to MMOPA members and nonmembers.
MMOPA SAFETY & EDUCATION FOUNDATION: A 501(c)(3)
charitable entity, the Foundation is an independent entity
that is dedicated to engaging with MMOPA members to
help them operate their PA46 aircraft in the safest possible
manner. The foundation’s sole purpose is to promote,
support and fund safety initiatives, programming, resources
and tools. In addition, it may include direct vouchers to
MMOPA members who attend qualifying training programs.
GARMIN ONEPAK/PILOT DISCOUNT: A MMOPA-exclusive
program. Members receive discounts on OnePak U.S. &
Americas Standard + FlightCharts, and Garmin Pilot & Pilot
U.S. Premium.
JEPPESEN SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT: Members receive
a 20% discount off annual data subscription and 50%
off Trip Kits for electronic charts outside your standard
geographic region for 28 days. Also 10% off training and
pilot supplies.
MMOPA Training Directory: MMOPA Vendor Members
who have represented that they offer type-specific initial and
recurrent PA46 training with an insurance-approved syllabus.
MARKETPLACE: Members and vendors can list aircraft,
parts, services and other aviation related items for sale in
this online listing service.
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Continued from page 3
with BFR’s due through June 30, 2020 can extend the
24-month requirement by three calendar months, granted
they have logged at least 10 hours of PIC time within the
12 calendar months preceding the month the flight review
was due and have acquired at least 3 WINGS credits.
Further, the grace period for instrument currency is
extended to June 30 as long as you’ve logged at least three
instrument approaches.
Insurance: If your medical is expired or lapsed within
the parameters the FAA defined in its recent release, you
also need to confirm that your insurance underwriter is
okay with this lapse. Insurance and FAA requirements are
two totally separate items and both require compliance.
Some underwriters have proactively announced the
relaxation of their policy requirements. Underwriter CV
Starr recently stated: “We are temporarily extending any
training requirement included in an existing policy from 12
to 16 months. Pilots must have successfully completed initial
training or recurrent training within the past 16 months.
We are also extending temporarily the medical certificate
requirement, to align with local aviation regulation changes.
If a pilot’s required medical certificate expires between
March 31 and June 30, 2020, they will not be considered in
breach of that policy requirement.”
Pre-Flight Factors: There have been notable impacts on
the National Airspace System on a daily and even hourly
basis, so it is imperative that all pilots adequately preflight
plan. Instances of “ATC zero” due to COVID infections
within ATC facilities have occurred several times.
Reviewing NOTAMs and advisories are essential.
The pandemic’s potential impact on air traffic services
can be sudden, even occurring mid-flight, so pilots should
also increase their fuel reserves to anticipate diversions
that may extend beyond the alternate airports expected for
a destination.
Also, pilots should call ahead to your destination FBO to
ensure services that are needed are readily accessible.

Keeping Your Airplane Virus-Free
According to the CDC, most common EPA-registered
household disinfectants should be effective. You can use
solutions with at least 70% alcohol. NBAA recommends the
following cleaning process:
• Wear gloves and a mask during the cleaning process;

• Upholstery and carpet should be lightly misted with
disinfectant and allowed to air dry;
• Change clothes following the cleaning process and launder
items worn;
• Thoroughly wash your hands;
For electronics such as cell phones, tablets, avionics,
and touchscreens:
• Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for all cleaning and
disinfection products;
• Consider use of wipeable covers for portable electronics;
• If no manufacturer guidance is available, consider the use
of alcohol-based wipes or sprays containing at least 70%
alcohol to disinfect touchscreens. Dry surfaces thoroughly
to avoid pooling of liquids.
No one knows for sure what the “new normal” will
look like as the pandemic evolves. However, proper
planning and precautions will help you evaluate and
mitigate risks, allowing you to complete your flights
successfully. When in doubt, always double-down on
safety.

°
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• Focus on high-touch areas such as armrests, seatbelts, door
handles, hand-holds, and tables;
• Use new microfiber and towel products when transitioning
between sections of the aircraft. Do not transfer use from
one area to another;
• Spray and wipe leather surfaces with disinfectant. Follow
by cleaning with leather cleaner/conditioner;
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER

by Ryan Oltman

2020 Course Change

A

few months ago, a sunburn was my biggest health
concern with regards to the convention in Tucson,
AZ. Instead, our daily thoughts and conversations
are focused on social distancing and how our world
and lives have dramatically changed. The ink had
barely dried on the MMOPA 2020 Convention plans with
speakers, sponsors and the agenda set when COVID-19
began its march. Our convention committee, along with
Bill Albert’s team, was pushed into overtime, working
with sponsors, vendors and the resort to find solutions to a
still yet fully undefined problem. The team, working with
other owners’ groups, found non-conflicting weekends
to maximize vendors and sponsor attendance. The new
convention date is Sept. 23-26, 2020. The new contract
with the hotel contains additional pandemic specific

language to further protect MMOPA funds. Hopefully,
this fall we will again only need to worry about sunscreen,
and I look forward to meeting and socializing with our
MMOPA family.
COVID-19 also impacted our spring events, including
the March 21 Uncowled event and Safety Stand Down
planned for April 18. The Uncowled event was moved
to Halloween, Oct 31st, to be hosted by Mead Aircraft
Services in Olathe, KS. The Safety Stand Down will be
offered in a virtual landscape. Online events were being
discussed by MMOPA executive committees prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic, but the current events have pushed
the need forward, and will be applied with our next
Safety Stand Down. We are quickly trying to determine the
best method to provide and deliver the content, as we want
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER
these events to be engaging and
interactive with presenters and
participants, and not dry lectures.
Who knows, maybe the next
generation John and Martha King
is amongst our Safety Committee?
As the world progresses toward
some new normal, my flying
has become almost non-existent
over the last month. I have made
a few local fights to altitude to
exercise all the systems. Using my
normally scarce idle time, I have
found myself on the various plane
sites looking for a second airplane.
While probably not for everyone, I keep exploring the idea
of having a Pitts S-2B or S-2C. I flew one about 20 years
ago. I figure it would allow me to socially distance myself,
keep my flying skills polished, and get a good abdominal
workout. As with most things in aviation, pilots seem to
have an extraordinary ability to justify almost any expense
(even though it never makes economic sense – that’s to

paraphrase my wife’s thoughts
on this subject). In addition to
virtual tire-kicking for a second
plane, I do think it is time for me
to get my ATP license; during my
last recurrent training session, it
was pointed out that I have all
the flight requirements satisfied.
Probably no better time for me
to break out the study guide and
get a new license this spring if for
no other reason than to merely
do it. I’d love to hear what others
have done to get their aviation fix
while conforming to their local or

regional restrictions.
Finally, as some of you are aware of from the various
aviation news feeds, Piper Aircraft donated a supply of
their N95 masks, and began manufacturing personal
protective equipment for their local medical community.
Thank You to Piper for being a part of the COVID-19
solution.

°
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Welcome New
MMOPA Members
Jorge Arturo Aleman, Hidalgo, TX

James Hislop, Jupiter, FL

Phil Scharber, San Marcos, CA

Thomas Arnold, Coronado, CA

Scott Johnson, Mount Kisco, NY

Kurt Schlunegger, Kerrville, TX

George Bowling, Athol, ID

Jeffrey Keaton, Spring, TX

Joseph Sottile, Chandler, AZ

Steve Clapp, Daniel Island, SC

Kramer LaPlante, Los Angeles, CA

Darryl Taylor, Arlington, TX

Carlos Danel, Houston, TX

Bradley Lewitzke, Weston, WI

Walt Vogl, Littleton, CO

ScottFitzpatrick, Shell Knob, MO

Philip McCormick, Pine Grove, CA

Cliff Waide, Hagerman, NM

Claudio Galavotti, Mirandola, Italy

Jim McMillion, Franklin, IN

Jamie Wilson, Terrell, TX

Jon Goldmark, Atlanta, AL

David Moran, Dublin, Ireland

Walter Zaverucha, Duxbury, MA

Bobby Gwartney Jr, Hammon, OK

Richard Norlie, Sacramento, CA

David Herbert, San Angelo, TX

Matt Novak, Dundee, OR

*As of April 30, 2020

Lifetime Members

12

Jay Asdell

Chris Krein

Richard Rogers

Dave Bennett

Donald Kukla

Victor Rivas

Stephen Bobko-Hillenaar

Bill Laxson

Joey Sager

Rick Bryan

Jack Lohmann

Douglas Scheid

Ed Cooper

Edmund Markey III

Herbert Schiffer

Todd Duellman

Carl McQuillen

Dr. Klaus Gerecht

Michael Megler

Carl Griffith

Angel Mulkay

Brandon Hansen

Ryan Oltman

John Huss

Tony Overfield

David Irvine

David Randall
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Brian Scott
Derek Shires
Jeffrey Storey
Dennis Thakor
Thank you for your support of MMOPA and its
mission of safety, advocacy & community.

Columbia Air Services, Inc
Full Page Ad
25
31
47
22
www.ColumbiaAirServices.com
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Meet Jon
Weiswasser
Aircraft
Owned:
2015 Meridian &
Vans RV-8
Total Hours:
2,419
Hours Flown
Per Year:
250-300
Homebase:
KCDW, Caldwell, NJ
Spouse:
Elizabeth

MMOPA Magazine: Where are you originally from?
Jon: I was born in Washington, D.C., attended college
at Northwestern, then medical school and residency/
fellowship at NYU, back to DC for five years as the Chief
of Vascular Surgery at the Washington VA Medical Center,
then up to Montclair, NJ (where I live now).
MMOPA Magazine: Tell me about your aviation
background, why you started flying and why is it
something you decided to pursue?
Jon: I cannot remember a time in my life when I
wasn’t enamored of airplanes. I love flying. I think there

14
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is something wrong with me I love it so much. Though
I had some early exposure to GA (against my parent’s
leanings), it was not until I was in my early twenties
between medical school and residency that I got my pilot’s
license. I’m married to a corporate attorney and when I
was a surgical resident and my wife was an associate, I
would get four weeks off all at once for vacation, whereas
she would only get one week at a time. So, every year
I added a new rating to my license; instrument then
commercial, multi, seaplanes, CFI, etc. I even did a year
of competition aerobatics. By the end of my residency and
fellowship, I had taught my best friend and a fellow surgery
resident how to fly, but I was ready for something new. We
moved from NYC to Washington, D.C., and I decided I
wanted to know what was going on underneath the hood.
On September 11, 2001 – the day I took and passed my oral
boards in General Surgery – I ordered a Van’s RV-8 kit,

which I built in the basement of my
house and completed in 2004. I still
have that airplane and love to fly it.
MMOPA Magazine: What other
aircraft have you flown/owned through
your aviation career?
Jon: Other than the litany of single
engine trainers, I have owned and
flown the RV for the last 17 years and
acquired the Meridian two and a half
years ago.
MMOPA Magazine: Give us a
snapshot of your professional career.
How has aviation played a role?
Jon: I am a vascular surgeon and
have yet to find the right circumstance
for using my Meridian (believe me
— I’m looking!) About 10 years ago I
narrowed the focus of my practice down
to the treatment of venous disease,
specifically varicose and spider veins.
I gave up the practice of life/limbsaving surgery and joined a large group
of plastic surgeons. I now divide my
time between my practice and being a
professional musician.
I am also the drummer for
Eaglemania, a tribute to the Eagles,
for which the Meridian has been a
fantastic help. We travel the country
(when there isn’t a pandemic) and the
Meridian has been a game changer
for me that way. In many ways, it
is the reason I am able to maintain
both careers.
MMOPA Magazine: What led you to
move up to the PA46?
Jon: I don’t come from an aviation
“family” and neither does my wife,
who for the longest time had absolutely
no interest in flying. Early on, the few
times I would take her (in Cessnas)
I regretted half of them easily. It was
like an uncomfortable bus ride for her,
which is why I built the RV and which
is really meant for one person even
though it has two seats. For her 50th,
I surprised her with a trip to Turks in
a CJ. From that moment on, she has
had a complete change of heart. She
doesn’t want to learn how to fly, but
she truly sees the utility and benefit

AssuredPartners
AssuredPartners
Aerospace Insurance
Full Page Ad
Full Page Ad

9
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8
https://www.ap-aerospace.com/RENT
www..com
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
of flying private. In light of that and
now with my soulmate on board, I
searched for the right owner-operated
airplane that someone with my level
of experience (no turbine, jet, flight
level time) could manage safely and
I arrived at the Meridian. I flirted
with the idea of the SF50, but quickly
realized the many advantages of a
SETP over the VisionJet.
MMOPA Magazine: What is
your typical mission and what do
you enjoy most about how the PA46
performs for your mission?
Jon: Typically, northern New
Jersey to D.C., Boston, Chicago,
plus occasional flights to Florida,
Wisconsin, and Canada. Also, I have
made several trips to the West Coast.
I am looking forward to conquering

16
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the Caribbean. It is the reliability and
performance of the Meridian that
stands out most to me. To be honest,
I do not understand how anyone
who could afford one would opt for
a new Cirrus or Bonanza when they
could have the performance and
reliability of an early Meridian for the
same price.
My YouTube channel, “Life in
the Fast Lane,” documents my use
of the airplane with Eaglemania.
It is a vlog in which I attempt to
demonstrate all that goes into using
an airplane as capable as a Meridian
for a pursuit, which requires that I
be somewhere on time. I have been
making these videos for a year now
and I always include the good, bad,
and ugly, including those flights
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that I had to drive there instead
because of weather. It is striking to
me how infrequently that happens,
which isn’t to say that I push
through no matter what. I definitely
tailor my timing to the weather,
but the practicality of the Meridian
really makes that logistic very,
very easy.
MMOPA Magazine: What’s your
training/operating philosophy for
ensuring you operate the aircraft in
the safest manner possible?
Jon: TRAIN, TRAIN, TRAIN,
and then TRAIN some more. My
insurance requires every 12 months
recurrency. I try to fly the Meridian
as professionally as possible, so to that
end I train every six months. If the
major airlines believe it is necessary,

Jon built his Vans RV-8 in his basement and completed it in 2004. He recently was featured
flying it in Winger’s all-star music video “Better Days Comin’,” which can be found on YouTube.

then so do I. Though I was only
required to do one initial checkout,
I did three. My mentors have been
Arnold Sperling, Dick Rochfort, and
the team at Legacy.
MMOPA Magazine: Why is it
important to be a part of an owners’
group like MMOPA? What value do
you derive from it?
Jon: Being part of a community
is such a vital part of airplane
ownership if for no other reason
than to monitor trends in the
fleet and pick up on issues as they
arise. In surgery, there is a very
important tradition of sharing
one’s complications and mistakes
with the other surgeons in the
department in an open, regular
forum. Though it is just anecdotal,
the result can be a powerful and a
guiding learning moment for others.
MMOPA provides the same venue
for this kind of learning. Not to
mention that it is such an incredible
resource for information and
advocacy.

°
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SAFETY

Master Aviator
Program Quick
Reference Guide
Ending PA46 Accidents

MMOPA
Safety
Committee

The Master Aviator Program is a
safety initiative that addresses key
areas of flight operation that directly
contribute to increased safety of the
PA46 pilot. It provides a path forward
for training beyond the insurancerequired annual recurrent event.
Developed through accident
analysis and collaboration of
the MMOPA Safety Committee,

Joe Casey,
Committee Chair, PA46 CFI
Ryan Oltman,
MMOPA President

Areas of Emphasis

Charlie Precourt,
former space
shuttle commander,
CJP safety committee
chair, former PA46 owner

1. Pilot Flight Experience – Many
pilots in the PA46 community are
not flying often enough. Those
pilots that average more than 100
hours in the previous year tend
to perform well at training events.
There appears to be an exponential
decrease in piloting performance
for those pilots that average
less than 100 hours/year, and a
minimal increase in performance
for those pilots that fly more
than 100 hours/year. MMOPA
encourages pilots to fly more than
100 hours/year.

Dave Bennett,
MMOPA Director
Hank Gibson, CFI
Bill Inglis, CFI
David McVinnie, CFI/DPE
David Purvis, CFI

Deadline for
application
extended to
August 15, 2020.
18
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who elect to participate and
rewards those who progress
through the three levels:
Aviator, Senior Aviator and
Master Aviator.
Members will be awarded
their “Wings” during the opening
ceremonies of the MMOPA
Convention.
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2. Awareness and understanding
of the stall/spin accident – A stall/
spin accident in a PA46 always
results in a fatality. Oftentimes the
stall/spin accident is precipitated
by other factors in flight
(engine loss of power, autopilot
mishandling, icing conditions,
skidding turn, etc.), but the end
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result is always a fatal stall/spin if
the pilot mishandles the situation,
especially from low altitude. The
instructors seek to increase the
understanding of the stall/spin
accident and also provide a greater
understanding of the proper
recovery from a stall/spin situation.
3. Flight operations in the runway
environment – There are far too
many accidents in and around
the runway, oftentimes during
the takeoff or landing phase of
flight. These accidents are rarely
fatal, often costly, and entirely
preventable. They include nose
gear collapses, brake failures,
crosswind landing mishaps, tire
failures, and poor flight technique
(improper/poor rudder control
and/or drift from centerline) near
the runway.

Master Aviator Requirements

Aviator

Senior Aviator Master Aviator

Master Aviator Retention

InsuranceApproved Training

Complete initial
training program

At least one
recurrent event

At least 2 recurrent events in
the last 2 years.

Continued annual recurrent

PA46 Flight
Experience

100 hours

200 hours

300 hours

100/hours per year

Mid-Year Training Event

Upset/Recovery
(Stall-spin) Training

Tailwheel
Endorsement

Additional training event (new
rating, license, course, etc.)

Completed Aviator
requirements

Completed Senior Aviator
requirements

*Mid-Year
Supplemental
Training
Progression
Convention
Attendance

MMOPA Convention attendance required within the last 3 years

Accident/Incident
History

No accidents/incidents or infractions within the last 3 years.

Attendance encouraged

* Mid-Year Supplemental Training will greatly increase the knowledge and skills of PA46 pilots, especially pilots new
to the PA46. MMOPA strongly encourages pilots to attend Mid-year training provided by approved vendors. Ideally
this training will occur within 4-8 months after initial or annual recurrent training. A Mid-Year training event must be
approved by the Safety Committee. Approved events include the MMOPA Safety Stand Down, MMSTF, John’s
Class, or approved curriculum taught by a MMOPA-endorsed CFI.

MMOPA $400 Stipend
MMOPA believes in the training required to achieve the status of Master Aviator. As such, MMOPA will
assist MMOPA members in the pursuit of the Wings by providing stipends to assist in the payment for
some training events. $400 Stipends are available with the following guidelines and stipulations:
• Only one can be used each year
by any MMOPA member;
• A request must be submitted
through the MMOPA
Executive Director;
• Stipends will only be awarded at
approved training vendors;
• The Stipend will only be awarded to
those pursuing the requirements of
the Master Aviator Program.
Apply for the Master Aviator Award online by going to:

www.mmopa.com/safety/master-aviator-program
/master-aviator-award-application
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CONVENTION & FLY-IN

Register Now!

The 2020 MMOPA Convention & Fly-In

Sept. 23-27, 2020
Westin La Paloma
Tucson, AZ
Registration is open for 30th
Annual MMOPA’s Convention
& Fly-In to be held Sept. 23-27 at
the Westin La Paloma in Tucson,
AZ. This year, the convention will
feature the theme: Elevate Your
Edge. Members can expect to
learn, experience and enjoy four
days of exciting training, seminars
and social events all geared
to increase our pilots’ safety
acumen and knowledge about
their aircraft.

Highlights:
• First-ever Pre-Convention
Survival Training Course
• Master Aviator Awards
• Keynote by former Shuttle
Commander Charlie Precourt
• M600SLS Autoland Insights
(Spouses/Companions: Plan
to Attend!)
• Manny Casiano’s Safety Review
• Weather planning
• Upset training & aerodynamics
• Single-Pilot CRM
• Strategies for the Aging Pilot
• Insurance Panel
• Newbie & Experienced Owner
break-out sessions
• Maintenance Break-outs
by PA46 Type
• Tax Strategies for 2020
• CFI Summit

Register online at
mmopaevents.com.
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UPDATES

MMOPA Launches
Webinar Series

W

ith the pandemic making in-person events
impossible, MMOPA conducted a survey asking
members what topics would be of interest to
them. As a result, MMOPA has put together a
series of webinars especially for members.
Registration is required for all webinars. Go to MMOPA.
com, navigate to the Events Page to see the menu of
sessions and sign up.
Pilot Training - Weather Radar
Presenter: GARMIN International
Date: Thursday, May 7
Time: 2 p.m. CDT
Get familiar with the fundamentals
of radar technology and learn
techniques and safety tips to
help maximize the benefits of
your Garmin airborne weather
radar system.
Pilot Training G1000 Approaches
Presenter:
GARMIN International
Date: Friday, May 8
Time: 10 a.m. CDT
Learn techniques and best operating
practices for using Garmin navigation
and flight control systems to set up and fly ILS
and GPS-guided WAAS LPV approaches into all types
of airports.
A CEO’s approach to Hypoxia
Presenter: Joe Casey & Ben Casey
Date: Tuesday, May 12
Time: 5 p.m. CDT
This is an entirely new take on the subject of
hypoxia. Presenter Joe Casey will break down
the physiology and effects of hypoxia using
a visualization of a fictional manufacturing
company. You will think about hypoxia in a
completely new way after watching this session.

Garmin Avionics Upgrade Solutions for your PA-46
Malibu, Mirage and Meridian
Presenter: GARMIN International
Date: Thursday, May 14
Time: 10 a.m. CDT
Tailored for PA46 owners, learn about Garmin flight
displays, navigators, autopilots and much more that can
help improve cost of ownership, situational awareness, and
provide you with even more information to make more
informed decisions in the air.
Summer Flying Weather Refresher
Presenter: Scott C. Dennstaedt
Date: Thursday, May 21
Time: 6 p.m. CDT
Length: 60 min.
As airframe icing advisories
morph into advisories for
thunderstorms, it’s time to
brush off the wintertime rust
and focus on the threat of deep,
moist convection. In this webinar
you will learn a few tips on how
to minimize your exposure to
dangerous convective turbulence.
We’ll end with a brief analysis of a fatal
Piper PA46 crash in near Bishop, GA in
early March. Presented by leading aviation
weather expert Scott Dennstaedt will who is an
active CFI, former NWS meteorologist and co-author of
“Pilot Weather:
From Solo to the Airlines.”

°
•

UPDATES
2020

Now a Live Webinar Event

A

s the April Safety Stand Down event was
canceled due to the pandemic, we have
rescheduled it as a live webinar. Participants
can watch the presentation from the comfort
of their home and also have the chance to
ask questions.
Presenters: Joe Casey & Travis Holland
Date: Saturday, June 27
Time: 10 a.m. CDT

Topics covered:
• Thunderstorms (life cycles, threats associated, avoidance,
radar use), cockpit use of convection information (ADSB/
Downlinkable/onboard radar, etc.), recent accidents that
involved thunderstorms;
• Operational Practices Review and importance of
stabilized approaches;
• Crosswind takeoffs and landings;
• High density altitude.

°
•

Go to the Events page at MMOPA.com to
register.

Length: 2 hours

Ron Cox Aviation Services
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UPDATES

Legacy Flight Training
Launches Online Recurrent
Ground Training

L

egacy Flight Training announces today that
turbine-powered PA46 recurrent training will
also come with online ground school. Students
registered for their turbine PA46 training (M600,
M500, G1000, and Avidyne Meridian) will also
receive a link for interactive ground training that they can
complete before their in-aircraft or simulator training.
Online courses feature the approved course
materials used by Legacy Flight Training, the exclusive
Authorized Piper Training Provider for the M600.
Materials are specific to the aircraft for which the student
is receiving instruction and is updated regularly with the
most current information from the manufacturer. Courses
include systems review, normal and emergency procedures,
best practices for high altitude and inclement weather
flying, risk assessment, and more.
“This modern, standardized, and comprehensive
approach to PA46 training, will allow our customers to
receive the high-quality training they’ve come to expect

from Legacy Flight Training, in the comfort of their own
home on their computer or iOS device via the Legacy Flight
Training app,” said Bill Inglis, President and Owner at
Legacy Flight Training. “Insurance companies are delighted
that their customers have this new option to conduct their
ground training, and they are looking forward to the
addition of the piston-powered aircraft in the PA46 family.”
There is no additional cost for this portion of the
recurrent training, and it will be provided to a customer
registering and scheduling recurrent training at any
of the company’s three locations, Vero Beach, FL;
Scottsdale, AZ; Sun Valley, ID. Ground training will
also be available in-person, should customers prefer
classroom training. Upon successful completion of the
online ground school, pilots will be required to complete
the flight or simulator portion of the curriculum
in-person with Legacy Flight Training prior to receiving
a Certificate of Completion.
For more information on signing up, call (772) 539-0420
or go to legacyflighttraining.com.

°
•

DMFS Avionics Expert Arnold Hill
Now Answering Your

M

Hotline Questions

MOPA would like to welcome Arnold Hill
as our new avionics hotline expert. He is
available to answer your avionics questions
during his normal business hours of
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Arnold Hill is the avionics manager for Des Moines
Flying Service, a position he has held since 1987. Arnold
has 47 years of avionics installation and troubleshooting
experience. He started his career doing installations of
ADF, Nav/com, transponder, DME, Radar Altimeter, RMI,
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instrument, weather radar benches, and autopilot systems.
Currently he does the quoting, scheduling and design
system installation interfaces.
Originally from the Des Moines, Iowa area, Arnold has
worked for Des Moines Flying Service for 46 years. Most
recently, he completed a complex STC upgrading the
G1000 system on the PA-32 airframe to updated features
including synthetic vision, GTX345R transponder and
numerous other upgrades.
You can reach Arnold by calling MMOPA’s main hotline
number: (203) 303-7851 and pressing “3.”

°
•

Master Aviator Program
Deadline Extended

W

ith the ongoing pandemic making
flying and training difficult, the
MMOPA Safety Committee has extended
the deadline for applications until Aug.
15, 2020. Therefore, the time period
this year’s award will cover will be May 1, 2019 through
Aug. 15, 2020.
Applications are currently being accepted. Go to
MMOPA.com, and navigate to the Safety tab.
Deadline for the Broken Wings Award has also been
extended to Aug. 15, 2020.

°
•

Piper Aircraft Manufactures
PPE During COVID Crisis

W

hat started as a
meeting to discuss
measures to protect
the Piper workforce
from COVID-19
ended with a bold plan to use the
company’s engineering expertise,
equipment and excess factory
capacity to manufacture personal
protective equipment (PPE) for frontline medical and hospital staff.
The Manufacturing Engineering
team designed a prototype face
shield with off-the-shelf materials
used for aircraft manufacturing
such as plastic, industrial tape, foam
and elastic. Once the prototype was
built, the team set out to source the
necessary materials from wholesale
suppliers and create a manufacturing
line within the Piper factory.
With a designated production area
in place, the team will begin making
face shields. Given the current supply
of materials and labor, Piper has

the ability to produce thousands of
face shields daily to help support the
current demand.
“One of the challenges was sourcing
enough plastic for the shields. Our
team found a vendor in Miami, and
drove down to pick it up and bring
back to the factory,” said Piper Senior
Marketing Director Jackie Carlon.
“The creativity, ingenuity and speed
of the manufacturing engineering
group was incredible in how quickly
they developed the design and
worked out a plan to manufacture it.”
The masks were delivered to
the Cleveland Clinic Indian River
Hospital in Vero Beach, FL. In
addition, Piper donated more than
1,300 N95 approved masks to
the hospital.
“This is just one small way that we
are trying to help,” said James Funk,
Piper’s Chief Operations Officer. “We
want healthcare providers, especially,
and patients to be safe, therefore it’s

M M O P A

vital that we all pull together to help
our community, weather this crisis
and come out the other side stronger
than ever.”

°
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SAFETY

Mindset for
Summertime
Flying
by Scott C. Dennstaedt

D

eep, moist convection, better known as
thunderstorms are the nemesis of all aircraft,
big or small. Avoidance is mandatory. However,
pilots continue to find themselves tangled up
in these giants and very few live to tell about it.
What can you do to reduce your risk? Here are a few points
that come to mind.
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Education is the First Step

There’s no question that weather impacts our flying
activity more than any other single physical factor.
Ironically, many pilots will freely admit that weather is
their weakest link - even seasoned pilots. A majority of
newly certificated pilots possess a dearth of practical skills
necessary to minimize their exposure to adverse weather.

Moreover, they fail to advance their
weather knowledge beyond what little
they were required to learn during their
primary training.
Most low-time pilots are told that
as they accumulate flying experience,
learning to deal with adverse weather
will just fall into place and someday
they will magically acquire the weather
knowledge they were always missing.
That statement could not be further from
the truth. On the contrary, according to
a study done by the NTSB, “It appears
that pilots generally require formal
training to obtain weather knowledge
and cannot be expected to acquire it
on their own as they simply gain more
flight experience.”
The blame shouldn’t rest entirely
on the pilot. Much of what a pilot
has been taught about convection is
Pulse-type thunderstorms are very easy to avoid as long as you
probably worthless. A good deal of this
can remain visual. In this flight from Houston to New Orleans,
is laced with misconceptions and in
we watched this thunderstorm develop from over 50 miles away
some cases outright nonsense. Terms
and move north into our cleared route. It was obvious looking at
currently being used like “pop-up” or
the datalink weather on our G1000 that we needed a deviation.
“air mass” thunderstorms are a perfect
Since the storm was moving north, we asked for a deviation to
example of bad information leading
the right on the upwind side of this rather slow-moving cell.
the pilot to believe that thunderstorms
just develop randomly within a
But on any given day, it’s possible for there to be ongoing
stagnant environment. Senior research meteorologist, Dr.
convection in the morning associated with a severe
Charles Doswell, III suggests that, “just because there’s no
mesoscale convective system (MCS) that are generally
important change of air mass, thunderstorms develop at
nocturnal beasts. Even when the radar image is quiet in the
a particular time and place for a reason, even though it is
morning, if your flight takes you into the early afternoon
often difficult to the point of being impossible to diagnose
hours, you’ll definitely want to paint a mental picture of
those reasons.”
what that environment might look like.
There are just not enough educational resources
Wouldn’t it be a dream come true if you were able to set
available to the average pilot that can take them beyond
the NEXRAD loop in motion and have it continue to run
the basics short of a formal curriculum in meteorology.
beyond the current time playing out what might happen in
Pilots are not aware of or just don’t know how to integrate
the next few hours? That would certainly eliminate much
plethora of weather guidance that is freely available on the
of the convective guesswork. There’s no doubt that all
Internet because there are no formal educational resources
pilots would love to take a peek at the “future” NEXRAD
explaining how to use them in the context of their flight.
image. The simulated reflectivity product is an example
This is one of the reasons I co-authored “Pilot Weather:
of a forecast that is the next best thing to the NEXRAD
From Solo to the Airlines” as an outlet for pilots to seek
crystal ball. Simulated reflectivity or forecast radar is an
that much needed training.
hour-by-hour model-based forecast that will help you
to visualize all aspects of the convective environment
Characterize That Convection
including thunderstorm onset and dissipation, speed
and direction of movement, organizational profile and
Whether you are taking a very short trip or one that may
intensity just to name a few. Since it is a model-based
last several hours, knowing how to “read” the environment
forecast, it is subject to serious errors. Be sure to use
before you depart is paramount. Pilots are always taught
this product in concert with other official NWS weather
that flying in the early morning is the best option. This is
forecasts. There are many places online that provide
generally true especially west of the Continental Divide.
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SAFETY
boundary down low on the
upwind side, most of the
time the air is glassy smooth,
especially above 10,000 feet.
Second, it is moving away
from your position or route. So,
any latency you might see in
your satellite-based weather is
magnified because what you
see on your display has likely
already moved away from that
point. By the time you get to
this position five minutes later,
the cell has moved off keeping
you safely out of harm’s way.
Flying on the downwind side
of convection provides just the
opposite effect with latency
making it difficult to judge
where the convection might be
in five minutes.
Flying with an instrument student back to the West Houston Airport our
direct route took us through the center of a cell east of the Houston
Hobby airport. ATC wanted us to fly on the downwind side of this cell
squeezing us in between another cell further to the north. This thunderstorm was moving north toward the route ATC wanted; Instead, we
requested a deviation around the south side (upwind) of the cell where
we stayed visual and the air was glassy smooth. Even though this
picture shows us right on the edge of the storm, due to the inherent
latency in the datalink weather, we were at a safe distance as that cell
had already moved away.
this guidance such as Weather Underground. See
https://www.wunderground.com/maps/radar/forecast.

Fly Upwind of Convection
Once confronted with a thunderstorm, some pilots make
the wrong tactical decisions. Of course, most understand
that staying out of the visible cloud boundary or flying
underneath the base of the thunderstorm is the first rule
in thunderstorm avoidance. Staying out of the visible
cloud, you will likely keep you clear of the truly ugly
parts of the thunderstorm. However, it is widely known
that severe or extreme turbulence, hail, lightning and
strong straight-line winds can exist outside of the visible
thunderstorm boundary. Most of the time, these elements
occur downwind of the thunderstorm, in other words, in
its primary direction of movement.
Flying upwind of the cell helps the pilot in several ways.
First, it keeps the aircraft on the side of the tiger that
has no teeth. While there can be an occasional outflow
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Choose Your
Help Wisely

When down low, stay away
from any visible rain shafts
and stay out of the rain curtain
for larger storms. If you have
no onboard radar or satellitebased weather in the cockpit
enlist help from air traffic
control (ATC). Be very careful
here; pilots often take direction
from ATC that’s not in their best interest. Controllers don’t
see what you see. Approach control weather radar is a dualfan beam Doppler radar and picks up precipitation quite
well. It is fairly fresh (1 minute or less old), but they can’t
see a building cell about to unleash its fury in the next five
minutes. Also, they are primarily concerned about how
your deviation will fit in with their current traffic flow and
airspace and less concerned with taking you on the upwind
versus downwind side of a thunderstorm. Be assertive and
refuse any clearance or instruction that takes you into
an area that doesn’t keep you in visual meteorological
conditions in a convective environment. In a terminal
environment during the approach phase where you are
turning quite frequently, your onboard radar might not be
pointed at the weather until it’s too late.

Know When To Call It Quits
There are times where you just can’t get there from here.
When a pilot runs out of choices and the weather is closing
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SAFETY
in, pilots often make the mistake of pressing on. They are
optimistic that it’s not as bad as it looks. After all, three
other aircraft before them made it in just fine. Dealing with
a challenging convective situation adds to your workload.
Within seconds you can quickly get behind the airplane,
missing items on the checklist, cutting corners and making
mistakes in haste. Landing short of your destination is
perhaps the easiest solution. Don’t pass up the opportunity
to land at a perfectly good airport just so you can get 20
miles closer to your destination. Land, wait it out and refuel.
Often, you’ll be back in the air in a couple of hours.
Gust fronts don’t show up on datalink weather products
and often precede the line of convection by 5 or more
miles. Pay special attention to radar signatures such as
a bow echo. Bow echoes almost always contain strong
straight-line winds with peak winds of 50 knots or greater
at times. Winds can shift 180 degrees within a few minutes
even when the actual rain shaft is five or more miles
away forcing a tricky go-around. As you approach your
destination, take a look at the observations for airports
upwind from your destination in the path of the storm.
They will often heed the warning to land and wait it out.

A convective environment is one that demands a little
extra cushion. If possible, come around the backside of the
weather keeping in mind that most lines of storms move
to the east or southeast while the individual cells normally
move northeast. If you had characterized the convection
before you departed, you should know the expected
movement of the weather.
Finally, pilots tend to also forget how much a deviation
around the weather can eat into your fuel reserves. In a
convective environment add another 30 minutes beyond
your current minimum landing fuel. Once you reach
that point and have not arrived at your destination, call
it quits and find an airport to refuel. It is tempting to
press on, but you might find you need one more deviation
before you have a clear shot to your destination. Having
more fuel will definitely obviate the need for a forced
landing or add to the pucker factor of exhausting all of
your fuel.

°
•

Scott C. Dennstaedt is an active CFI, former NWS meteorologist
and co-author of Pilot Weather: From Solo to the Airlines. See http://
pilotweatherbook.com.
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who help to transport rescue animals by air.
The mission of the site is to provide a userfriendly communication venue between those
that rescue, shelter, and foster animals; and
pilots and plane owners willing to assist with
the transportation of these animals.
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It’s the
Little Things

I

n this installment of our discussion of the little things
that make flying the PA46 safer and more enjoyable,
we would like to focus on the Meridian. I have turned
to Arnold Sperling, a well-known PA46 instructor, for
tips on turbines. Although our focus is the PA46T, we
will still provide a few good tips useful in the pistons, so
piston drivers please keep reading.

1. Use the emergency avionics switch
for obtaining your clearance.

Starting a turbine is a rush, but do you ever feel rushed?
Here is a way to slow things down: request your clearance
before engine start, and you will be much less hurried
because you won’t be burning fuel. You can enable a comm
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radio by using the emergency avionics switch. You will
have time to think about your routing, ask questions, enter
routing and plan your departure. This will also save fuel
at busy fields where waiting patiently for your opportunity
to request your clearance is the norm. The current drawn
using the emergency avionics bus is minimal and will not
interfere with the engine start.
Be sure to save your flight plan in the navigator before
shutting off the emergency avionics bus. Don’t save it as
“Flight Plan Zero” in the Garmin navigators or you will
unfortunately end up with a zero for your flight plan.
Although the pistons are not burning large amounts of
fuel after engine start, piston operators will also benefit by
using the ground clearance switch. In the early Malibu and

Mirage installations (and
possibly some JetPROPs),
the ground clearance
circuit powered only a
single VHF radio, and
these days we need also
to power up the navigator,
if only just to read the
selected comm frequency.
In the older PA46 models,
a useful modification is to
change the relay wiring so
that the ground clearance
switch powers up both
sides of your integrated
communication radio
and GPS navigator. Make
sure it also powers up the
audio panel.

2. Write down
everything.

Part 3

Photo courtesy of Piper Aircraft

This tip is useful for all
the PA46 models. Read
back what you have
written, not what you
remember via short-term
memory. If there are a few
gaps in what you wrote,
don’t use your memory
to fill them in on the
read-back, because 30
seconds after the correct
read-back, when you are
ready to write down the
by Mark Spitzer
gaps in your clearance, you
won’t remember. Okay,
maybe this is a tip for us
older pilots. The young pups can probably remember the
full route.
We like to use those old-fashion green steno pads for
writing our clearance and for keeping in-flight notes. We
have tried other notebooks, but the steno pads are just the
right size. Another good tip is to use a mechanical pencil,
mainly because it does not leave ink on your leather.

3. Face the wind.
If you have a serious tailwind, take the time to turn the
plane into the wind. Starting a turbine with a tailwind
risks a hot start because a good wind blowing into the
exhaust pipes is pushing air in the wrong direction. A
headwind will also help keep the start cool.

4. Brief the ground crew.
Whenever possible, use a GPU start to preserve the life
of your battery, and that of course requires the assistance
of a line person. It’s a good idea to brief him or her on hand
signals, particularly for GPU plug removal. Demonstrate
the proper way to latch the GPU door and show the line
crew the hand signal you want used when it is latched.
Another tip is to verify with the ground crew that the
GPU voltage is 28 to 29 volts. A mistake with the voltage
is rare, but it is very costly when it happens (Yes, it has
happened on at least one PA46T).

5. Back up the GPU with
the ship’s battery.

Another GPU tip is to turn on the battery master
for your start. Even though the GPU is going to do the
work, if the GPU goes off-line, the ship’s battery will
take over, and you will avoid a hot start. This method
may expose the battery to a slightly higher voltage than
normal, but the exposure will be brief. When the start
is complete, turn on the alternator and signal for the
GPU plug to be removed. The voltage should drop to
27.4 volts (the alternator setpoint). If the voltage drops
to the battery voltage, it indicates an alternator problem.
Next turn on the generator and watch for a rise in
voltage to 28.4 V. This rise confirms that the generator is
running. Alternator current should drop to zero with the
generator running.

6. When cleared to enter the runway…
Here is a tip that can help you remember to respect
the hold short line: wait to activate fuel pumps, igniters,
pitot heat, and flaps until after you are cleared on to the
runway. You may be impatient to complete these runway
items, but if you always wait until cleared onto the runway,
that nagging feeling that your runway item checklist is
incomplete will be a constant reminder that you are not yet
cleared. This can also be used when you are holding short
of the ILS critical line (when the ceiling is less than 800 feet
or visibility is less than two miles). Of course, we still must
remember to set these runway items, so be careful when
cleared for immediate departure.

7. Use VY.
There is no good reason not to climb a PA46T at V Y, the
airspeed that provides best rate of climb. This is the fastest
way to reach your cruising altitude where your efficiency
will be greatest. Once you have reached cruise, stay up high
for as long as possible. With a piston engine we don’t make
prolonged V Y climbs because we often need to manage
CHT by using airspeeds higher than V Y.
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8. Read the fuel
truck signage.

9. Reset for the
next takeoff.

This tip is valuable for any PA46.
The PA46 models look very similar
and it is easy for the line crew to
confuse a Meridian with its piston
cousins. It is important to be sure
you get the correct fuel for your
airplane (especially in the pistons,
where your life depends on it). In
the Meridian, we have a limited
amount of time we can run AVGAS,
so it pays to make sure you get the
jet fuel you ordered in order to
preserve your option to use 100LL
in a pinch.
Here is where “read the truck”
comes in: It’s of little use to be
present for the fueling if you don’t
also check fuel type on the fuel
truck itself, so remember to read the
signage on the truck. Also, help the
crew with the fuel caps so that you
don’t end up with a very expensive
broken cap, or a cap that has been
closed incorrectly.

The first after-landing reset to
accomplish after coming to a stop off
the runway is to shut off the de-ice
heaters. These systems need airflow
for cooling and won’t live long if they
get too hot. You should also raise the
flaps and turn off the radar before
taxiing to parking.
After you reach your parking spot
and are ready to shut down, reset the
trim to the normal take-off position,
set the navigator for GPS (not
VLOC), record your fuel, and set the
transponder for 1200. If you do that,
you won’t be surprised one day at an
inopportune time.
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10. Test your cabin altitude
warning system.

Since the goal is to operate the
Meridian in the flight levels as much
as possible, it is a good idea to test
the cabin pressure failure warning
system before each annual inspection.
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To do this, climb to 12,500 feet MSL
with the environmental controls
in the unpressurized mode. As the
cabin reaches 10,000 feet you should
observe a cabin pressurization
warning. If you do not get a warning,
add that problem to the squawk list.
This is also a good test for the Malibu
and Mirage.

°
•
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Hire, Fire But
NEVER Conspire
by Joe Casey

M

any PA46 owner-pilots
are also business owners
and know the joys and
headaches associated
with hiring and firing
employees. Owning my own business,
I have hired some and fired few.
If you hire well, you usually don’t
have to fire later. But sometimes
a firing is the right thing to do.
Some have had the uncomfortable
experience of firing one of those
outstanding/valuable employees (or
vendors) who revealed themselves
a liar or thief when squeezed and
were scared that the firing would
set off a negative response amongst
the other employees that work
under their leadership. But after
that critical firing, there is usually
a collective sigh amongst the rest of
the employees who typically think,
“What took you so long? We saw that
coming from a mile away. You did
the right thing, but you should have
done it sooner.” Yes, appropriately
hiring and firing is one indicator of a
healthy company, and both need to be
accomplished at the right time for the
right reasons in the right manner.
The metaphor or hiring and firing
applies to aviation and your use of
the autopilot as well. Good pilots
must hire their autopilot at the right
time in the right manner and fire the
autopilot when appropriate, too. And
conspiring…well, that should never
happen. But, let’s talk about hiring
and firing first.
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Your autopilot has “brains” and
“muscle.” The brains are the flight
director (FD), and the muscles are
the trim servos (pitch, roll, roll trim,
and yaw). With every autopilot found
in the PA46 fleet, you can fly with
the fully coupled autopilot (brains
and muscle working), with processed
data (brain working, muscle off), or
with raw data (hand-flying only). On

any given flight, you’ll probably do
all three.
You should only turn your
autopilot on once you’ve set up your
FD (the brains of the system), know
the pitch and roll mode selected
and flown the miniature airplane
(the “wings” that are usually yellow
on your attitude indicator display)
underneath your FD. A properly set
up FD is the key. If the FD is present
on your attitude indicator (brain
is ON), then you should know the
selected pitch and roll mode for
each. During recurrent training, I
often see a pilot push the FD button
and then turn on the autopilot, not
knowing what modes were selected.

Tip: Never engage the autopilot unless the
miniature airplane is snuggled under the
appropriately set flight director.

Or, they’ll turn on a pitch mode,
but fail to engage the appropriate
roll mode, not knowing the default
modes. In other instances, I see
pilots select HDG Mode when the
HDG bug is in a random location
creating an unexpected turn. The
autopilot will dutifully do exactly
what you tell it to do, even if you
tell it to do the wrong thing. When
you’ve not set up the pitch and roll
mode properly, be assured it is going
to do the wrong thing. The key is
to know the default modes of your
particular autopilot and select the
appropriate mode before turning on
the autopilot.
Said another way, you should
never turn on your autopilot
unless the miniature airplane of
the attitude indicator is snuggled
underneath the appropriately set FD.
You want to set the pitch and roll
modes (both) properly, snuggle the
miniature airplane under the FD by
hand-flying, and then turn on the

autopilot. Numerous times I have
witnessed pilots turn on the autopilot
without having snuggled first. I hear,
“What’s it doing now?” far more
often than I should. Knowing what
“George” (a colloquial name for your
autopilot) is going to do before you let
it do it is paramount.
This snuggling is far easier to
do if you will set up the FD before
takeoff. This is a simple practice that
ensures the FD/autopilot is ready
to fly before you even go flying. If
you have a go-around (GA) button
(GFC700/600, STEC1500/3100,
KFC225), I would use it religiously on
every takeoff. If you don’t (KFC150,
STEC 55), I suggest you set the roll
attitude to HDG (and set the HDG
bug to runway heading) and the pitch
attitude to V/S mode and set a vertical
speed to a value that is commensurate
with the expected climb performance
on each takeoff.
NEVER take off with indicated
airspeed (IAS) or flight level change
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(FLC) selected. Remember, the
autopilot will dutifully do exactly as
you tell it, and the autopilot will pitch
the airplane to the ground if turned
on at low altitude as it attempts to
pitch for a higher selected speed. If
your autopilot has IAS/FLC mode,
great! I love those modes for climb!
But, use the GA mode for the climb
until the airplane is off the ground
and established in an appropriate
climb speed.

When to Fire
When should it be fired? The
answer is that you should fire
(turn off) any autopilot that
is misbehaving or not doing
exactly as you expect it to do.
We’ve got some nice autopilots in
the PA46 market now, but they
are not perfect and can fail or
misbehave. It is far better to fire
the autopilot completely than to
fix a misbehaving autopilot with
the muscle still engaged.
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What is a “misbehaving autopilot?”
Any autopilot that is not doing
exactly as you expect it to do, is
porpoising, or will not fly the
miniature airplane under the FD.
Porpoising is usually a sign of loose
cable tensions, an attitude indicator
that is about to fail (especially the
crappy KI-256), or a weak pitch servo.
Porpoising rarely gets better with
time, so have that problem fixed as
soon as you see it start.
A more insidious and hard-todetect problem is a weak servo. If the
servo cannot fly the miniature wings
into the FD, then a “muscle problem”
exists. The trim servo (pitch, roll, or
yaw) simply doesn’t have the muscle
to snuggle the miniature airplane
under the FD. I see this often in
the pitch axis when one of the trim
sensors on the pitch servo fails and
cannot command the pitch trim
servo to null out excessive pitch
forces. The airplane will deviate,
and the miniature aircraft will
leave the FD, creating an otherwise
unexplained gap. (See Figure 1) When
this happens, turn off the autopilot
and hand-fly the airplane.
While I see problems with the
pitch axis more frequently, this
problem in the roll axis is more
dangerous in my opinion. With a
weak roll trim servo, the airplane
might start a commanded bank
properly, but then continue the bank
because the roll servo cannot provide
enough muscle to stop the roll
moment. You can see this problem
when an imbalance in the fuel level
in the wings exists (not that I’ve ever
done this, but I hear from a friend
that this may have happened.) I’ve
been in airplanes that rolled far more
than that commanded, and this can
create a dangerous situation either by
creating a stall or by creating a spatial
disorientation scenario. Bottom
line: if the autopilot cannot cause
the miniature airplane to snuggle
under the FD, then you need to fire
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Figure 1: Pitch servo
the autopilot muscle and fly the
airplane by hand.
How do you turn off an autopilot?
There are many ways to turn off an
autopilot, but some ways are preferred
in certain scenarios depending upon
the autopilot installed. You should
know the nuances of your particular
system as there are far too many
variances between the different
autopilots to illustrate here. But,
there are some similarities between
the systems.
On all the PA46 autopilots, the
trim switch will turn off the pitch
and roll servos, but it won’t turn off
the FD nor the yaw damper. This is a
wonderful way to move from flying
fully coupled (brain and muscles
engaged) to flying with processed
data (brains on, muscle off). This is
an ideal way to transition to handflying on an approach, for it leaves
the FD working in case you need
to turn the autopilot back on. But,
pushing the trim switch on any PA46
autopilot won’t turn off the yaw
damper. There’s another switch to
help you with that.
All PA46s have a “little red button”
(LRB) on the yoke. This button is
the best way to completely fire the
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autopilot. When you hit the LRB,
you turn off the trim servos, the yaw
damper, and (on any BendixKing
autopilot) the flight director itself.
There are certainly other ways
to turn off the autopilot and yaw
damper, but all other ways force the
pilot to take a hand off the flight
controls, which can be problematic in
some situations.
Yes, you can push that button
on the panel, but did you push the
correct button? You can also pull a
circuit breaker, but did you pull the
correct CB? In the heat of the battle
in a bumpy airplane, it is easy to push
or pull the wrong thing. But, that
LRB on the yoke is always accessible
and will always fire (turn off) the
autopilot. And, you should always
push the LRB just before landing to
ensure that the yaw damper is OFF.
If you land with the yaw damper on,
it can cause you to lose control of the
longitudinal axis, especially when
landing in a crosswind.
To prove my point about the LRB,
I flew with a pilot during recurrent
training once, and he was arguing
with me about my admonishing him
to use the yoke-mounted switches.
Interestingly, this pilot called me
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a few weeks later to apologize, for
he flew an at-minimums approach
to a runway and then reached up
to turn off the yaw damper by
using the panel-mounted switch.
He missed the yaw damper switch
but hit the avionics master switch.
So, at the worst place ever, he shut
down his entire avionics system. He
landed safely, but it shook him up
emotionally. There’s a reason to use
the switches on the flight controls!

Never Conspire
When a pilot conspires with the
autopilot, that pilot is “helping the
autopilot” by moving the flight
controls by hand while the autopilot
is on and misbehaving. Don’t ever
do that. Either the autopilot is flying
(hired), or you are flying (George is
fired), but never, and I mean NEVER
conspire with your autopilot!
If you conspire with your autopilot,
you could make pitch inputs that
are going to be nulled out with the
pitch trim servo. It doesn’t sound like
a big deal, but it can be dastardly.
Remember those trim sensors on
the pitch trim servo? Those switches
sense “stick force” and send a signal
to the pitch trim servo to null that
force. When you push or pull on
the yoke when the autopilot is on,
your autopilot cannot tell if you
are pushing or if a flight condition
has changed. If you notice, the
pitch trim wheel will move in flight
when the autopilot is on and flight
conditions change.
For instance, if you pull back the
power while in cruise, the trim wheel
will move to adjust for the change
in stick force. If you level off after
a climb or descent, the forces will
again change, and the trim wheel will
move. This is a wonderful feature
found in every PA46, for it ensures
you will always be handed an in-trim
airplane when the autopilot is turned
off. Ever notice that you can change
the gear, flaps, airspeed, and power

on an approach with the autopilot
on, but when autopilot is turned off,
it hands you an in-trim pitch axis?
It is a wonderful system, as long you
keep your grubby paws off the flight
controls when George is flying.
Here’s what happens: a pilot notices
the autopilot misbehaving; let’s just
say for instance that the miniature
airplane is below the FD (muscle
problem), and the pilot pulls back
on the yoke to “help the autopilot”
fly the airplane. If this happens, the
autopilot will apply pitch trim to
null out the forces being applied by
the pilot. If the pilot continues to
pull, the autopilot will continue to
counter that force by rolling the pitch
trim. Then, if the autopilot fails (or is
fired), the pilot is handed an airplane
that is completely out of trim. The
airplane will shoot up (or down,
depending upon the forces applied),
and a possible spatial disorientation
situation can occur. If you’ve ever
been handed an out-of-trim airplane
from a faulty autopilot, you know
the danger.
Old-school instructors call this
“fighting the autopilot,” and it can
be deadly. The insidious part of any
spatial disorientation accident is that
little is ever known about the causal
factors of the accident. But, when you
read of an accident where the pitch
trim servo is rolled completely in one
direction or the other, you know the
pilot was fighting to regain control,
and that pilot might have lost control
by conspiring with the autopilot.
In the U.S. Army, we spent lots
of time talking about how to make
a change in the flight controls in
a two-pilot aircraft. It would seem
that exchanging the flight controls
is no big deal, but it is a huge deal.
The Army is adamant that pilots
use a “three-way positive transfer of
the controls” when changing flight
controls. One pilot would have to
say, “You’ve got the controls,” and
the other pilot would say, “I’ve got
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the flight controls,” and then the
originating pilot would again say
“you’ve got the flight controls.” A
visual scan confirms the controls
were transferred properly.
Why is it so important? Because
you don’t want “two people flying
at the same time,” nor do you
want “no one flying the aircraft.”
Incidentally, the only time I ever
hurt an Army helicopter was when
I was flying with a senior instructor
in an AH-64 Apache (we were both
wearing Master Wings, and there
were more than 20,000 hours of
flight experience in that cockpit).
In a tandem-seat Apache, the pilots
cannot see each other, and on this
particular flight we both thought
the other was flying, but neither of
us was flying for we transferred the
controls incorrectly. We hit a tree
limb with the stabilator while flying
nap-of-the earth (NOE) under nightvision goggles (NVGs). That was a
cheap (but embarrassing) lesson for
had we hit a main rotor it would have
been dastardly.
It is the same with your autopilot:
Either you fly, or the autopilot flies
the airplane, but there is never a time
when “one is flying, and the other
is helping.”
Remember, every pilot needs to
know when to hire, when to fire,
and must never conspire with the
autopilot. Hire only when you are
convinced the autopilot is going
to do what you want it to do, fire
whenever it is not doing what you
want it to do, and never conspire by
“helping it out.”

°
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Integrity
Matters

When the GPS signal disappears, be ready to
reach for those seldom-used tools.
by Dave McVinnie

S

uzanne and I were on our
way back to Albuquerque
in our Arrow after having
lunch in Silver City, NM.
Clear and a million, and
the AIRMET for possible moderate
turbulence was toward the end of
the flight. It was smooth most of the
way. We’d just made the left turn
at TCS (Truth or Consequences)
along V611 and we could see the
Sandia Mountains in the distance just
100 miles ahead.
Without warning, the Garmin
alerted and reported entering
Dead Reckoning (DR) mode. A
quick check of the chart confirmed
our location just west of R-5111,
the White Sands Missile Range
Complex. We were really close to
the interference source. There had
been an advisory for testing with the
effective dates of 1-19 October, but
this was October 24th. There was
also a caution to check NOTAMs as
the schedule is subject to change. In
fairness, we’d seen the advisory and
ignored it due to the effective dates.
We’d also checked NOTAMs that
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morning. GPS NOTAMs are almost
“always” posted for the Southwest
and due to their limited impact in my
experience, they barely make it out of
the noise level as a credible threat. On
a beautiful day like today, it wasn’t a
big deal (we could see Albuquerque).
Next, the Aspen Max Pro alerted
and posted a remote sensor module
failure (RSM GPS) and an integrity
alert; again, not surprising. The
systems continued to fail
down with the loss of synthetic
vision, terrain and traffic next.
The GMX200 MFD posted
cautions for position, flight plan,
altitude and traffic. I got a large
red caution stamp that said,
“traffic not displayed.” The Aspen
still showed true airspeed but
nothing else that required
position data. The Aspen also
reported a traffic source (TIS-B
uplink) but had no way to display
it without a position source. We
were pretty close to the restricted
areas so I tuned up the TCS VOR
in the #1 and continued to
track V611.
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I advised Center of the GPS
failure per the recommendations
in the AIM para 1-1-13,
User Reports on GNSS Performance
or Interference and para 5-3-3
Additional Reports. The controller
sounded underwhelmed and told me
there was a NOTAM for GPS testing.
I asked if anyone else had reported an
outage, and he said no and asked if I
wanted a heading.

Well, that was fun and everything
was back under control as well as
could be expected without GPS.
I asked the controller if he saw
anything on my ADS-B. He told
me to standby while he looked and
when he came back, he replied no.
The system is GPS/WAAS-based,
so I was not surprised. It does give
cause for concern in the future
should something interfere with the
GPS network when it’s the primary
ATC position source under ADS-B.
Don’t expect transponders to go away
anytime soon.
As a side note: The government
decommissioned LORAN years ago.
It has now decided it needs a backup
for GPS for approach purposes.
The FAA is currently building an
RNAV style DME/DME network
with enough stations to achieve
approach accuracy in the terminal
environment. It will necessitate new
airborne equipment and of course,
a navigation database. Only a few
high-end aircraft are currently
capable of DME/DME approaches,
but at least you now understand the
DME/DME RNP NA note on your
approach charts. We move on.

I cranked up the satellite status
page on the Garmin. The graphic
showed lots of satellites that should
be in view but all the signal strength
bars were missing. We checked
Suzanne’s iPad mini and my iPhone
8 and they were position impaired
as well. I also checked my iPad Pro
and it was cooking along like nothing
was wrong. I did a double take and
rechecked the Garmin. Still no signal
bars. So, the IFR certified panel
mounted WAAS systems were useless
and my iPad Pro was fine. Where’s
the financial justice?
Quick Review: The Global
Positioning System (GPS) is an open
global system operated by the U.S.
military. The Russian military
operates the GLObal NAvigation
Satellite System (GLONASS).
The European Union is fielding
Galileo, which is a commercially
(not military) operated system.
All are available globally, but
lack the accuracy for precision
approaches. Users (governments)
augment the accuracy with
Space Based Augmentation Systems
(SBAS). These systems monitor the
GPS constellation accuracy on a
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regional basis and send corrections to
geostationary satellites that broadcast
corrections to the SBAS capable
receiver in their service area.
The U.S. system is the Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS). In Europe
it’s called European Geostationary
Navigation Overlay Service
(EGNOS). In Japan: Multi-functional
Satellite Augmentation System
(MSAS). There’s another that services
India: GPS Aided Geo Augmented
Navigation (GAGAN) system.
In China/Russia: Satellite Navigation
Augmentation System (SNAS) and
so on. There are plans to further
improve accuracy by implementing
a Local Area Augmentation System
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(LAAS), which will make Category 3
operations possible (auto-land).
The three GPS systems are
supposed to be compatible/
interoperable, at least in peace time.
The space based augmentation
systems are localized. EGNOS won’t
do you much good in Texas and
WAAS is of little use in London.
WAAS, EGNOS and MSAS
augmentation systems can be found
in the SBAS settings of many of
Garmin’s navigators at least thru
the G3000. If you were planning
to operate in the GLONASS area, I
would assume Garmin would make
SNAS an option.

Pre-GPS Nav
For the more
recently minted
navigation
professionals:
The VHF Omnidirectional
Range (VOR) was probably the most
significant aviation invention of its
time other than the jet engine. It’s a
ground based system that calculates
a relative position by measuring
the delay between a reference pulse
and a rotating pulse. The VOR and
localizer (LOC) signals operate
line-of-sight just below our
communications frequencies. This
affects how far away they can be
used. Down low, the typical service
area is about 40 nm. Above 14,500
feet the range expands to 100 nm
and from 18,000 to 45,000 feet it
grows to 130 nm. There are a few
“terminal” area VORs that are
further limited to about 22 nm.
All can be affected by terrain and
obstructions which is one reason to
occasionally look at the notes in the
airport facility directory.

Why the iPad
Still Worked

So, we circle back! Apple
information on the never-wrong
Internet reports that the iPhone
7 and above and the iPad Pro can
use GPS/GLONASS. Our iPad Pro
was most likely affected by the
interference; however, it continued
using GLONASS. I strongly
suspect international agreements
frown on the U.S. jamming
GLONASS signals.
I’m what some call “experienced,”
which means I learned to navigate
before LORAN and GPS. Yeah, I got
lost a couple times. I can still do an
NDB approach if I could find one, but
it might take a little practice first!
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If you’re using VORs for primary
navigation above FL240, you are
also required to have an area
navigation system like GPS or have
Distance Measuring Equipment
(DME). Many of us removed the
DME during the GPS upgrade, so if
the GPS goes down, we “technically”
would need to descend below FL240.
DME is an option for Avidyne/
Garmin integrated panels but very
few opted for it.
There’s also an IFR requirement
to perform/document a VOR check
every 30-days. Simply, 4 degrees is
the allowable error for all tests except
where you buzz a visual checkpoint.
I had actually performed one
that morning on the flight down. I
document my checks in the flight
log, but the documentation does
not have to be in the aircraft in case
someone asks. You may have noticed
the VOR course information and the
GPS course information vary, even
between the same waypoints. That’s
because the VOR courses are based
on the magnetic variation that existed
at the time the VOR was installed.
When they installed the ABQ VOR
in the mid 1940s, it was 13 degrees;
today it’s closer to 9 degrees. Hence
the reason you can’t compare the
VOR and GPS VOR waypoints for the
VOR check.
The VOR receiver and the autopilot
seldom track as well as the GPS. The
L/R steering commands are generated
by the needle displacement on the
indicator versus direct inputs from the
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SAFETY
receiver to the A/P. Sensitivity is also
constantly changing. At 60 nm, one
degree equals 1 nm. At 30 nm, one
degree equals .5 mile. Recent changes
in the GTN 750/650 software now
allow you to keep the GPS coupled
to the autopilot for approaches using
ground based navaids as long as you
display the ground based course
information. Pretty sweet!

No-GPS Checklist
So, let’s review and minimize
the repercussions of when the GPS
checks out in hard IFR:

AirFleet Capital,
Inc.
Full Page Ad

1/4 pg 4/C

• During the planning stages, pay more
attention to the GPS outages. If the
potential exists, have a plan B.
• File your f light via airways/
recommended routes that don’t
require GPS (really easy in
Foreflight). If you have GPS ask
for direct. If GPS fails you have
everything planned ahead of time.
• Remember, you’ll lose all your
panel-mounted map products. It’s
pretty hard to look at a map that’s
not there/moving. Here’s where the
iPad comes in handy.

7
13
20
14

www.airfleetcapital.com

• Take ATC up on their assistance
offers. Loss of a navigation system
is a mandatory report in the IFR
environment.
• Practice with an instructor without
any GPS-driven maps, flight plan
tables or synthetic vision. When
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/

• Add VOR checks to your cruise
checklist. If there is a NOTAM
that says “VOR unmonitored” it
just means the datalink to the FAA
monitoring facility is down. The
VOR probably still works and you
can confirm that by listening to the
morse identification.
Our f light home continued
u ne vent f u l ly. A s we pa s s e d
Socorro VOR, the columns on the
Garmin 430 started to light up. By Belen
Regional all the systems, except the
ADS-B, were back on-line. It required a
power cycle. I was really grateful for the
“VFR” experience and a chance to see
what exactly happens if GPS service is
interrupted. Better to practice/observe
in VFR conditions.

°
•

• You’ll be limited to FD, HDG, and
NAV for en route navigation, which
means you’ll need to control course
changes and (wait for it) manually
adjust the course knob for the proper
course indications.
• Be prepared to actually read the
approach chart. So many of us load/
activate and watch the magenta
line on the MFD without studying
the waypoints, course changes and
altitudes. It can be a real workload.
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practicing with the iPad, turn off the
location services and use it only as a
replacement paper product. When
ATC asks for your position, it will
become crystal clear how much fun it
can be with only a VOR. Try locating
yourself on the map by triangulating
with VORs a few times.
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David McVinnie is a 22-year Master Flight
Instructor, FAAST Representative and a
Designated Pilot Examiner with more than
12,000 hours and 34 years of instructional
experience. He was selected as CFI of the Year
in 1995, 2009 & 2014. Dave currently serves
on the MMOPA Safety Committee and has
specialized in the PA46 for the past 18 years.
McVinnie Aviation offers insurance accepted
initial and recurrent training, including
initial instrument training. For more info,
go to McVinnieAviation.com

Become a
Lifetime Member

Show your commitment and support of MMOPA by
signing up for the Lifetime Membership for only $1,750.
Lifetime Members receive subscription to MMOPA Magazine
and access to the Forum for life without having to hassle
with renewing.
In addition, Lifetime Members will take part in a private
reception at the Convention, receive recognition in the magazine
and receive a special gift box containing premium, logoed
items, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Custom Yeti
Luxurious logoed blanket
High-quality weekender bag,
Cotton-twill baseball cap
Lifetime Member vinyl sticker for your plane,
computer, hangar, etc.

LightHawk
Quarter Page 4/C Ad
39
50
41
40
www.lighthawk.org/volunteer

Factory Direct Models
Factory Direct Models
Quarter
Page
Ad Ad
Quarter
Page
Full4/C
Color
30
41
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10
27
10

www.factorydirectmodels.com
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Domestic Service Centers
17
8

16
13

5 4
2
3

9

11 19

12

10

6

30

1

7

25

22
20

14
18
29
28

26

27

24
23

Midwest

1. West Coast Aircraft
Maintenance
Long Beach, CA
Tel: 562-981-6064

9. Des Moines Flying Service,
Inc.
Des Moines, IA
Tel: 515-256-5300

2. Loyd’s Aircraft
Maintenance, Inc.
Bakersfield, CA
Tel: 661-393-1588

10. Tri-State Aero, Inc.
Evansville, IN
Tel: 812-426-1221

3. Mather Aviation
Van Nuys, CA
Tel: 818-782-7473
4. Mather Aviation
Rancho Cordova, CA
Tel: 916-364-4711
5. Mangon Aircraft, Inc.
Petaluma, CA
Tel: 707-765-1848
6. Martin Aviation
Santa Ana, CA
Tel: 714-210-2945
7. Cutter Piper Sales - PHX
802 E. Old Tower Road
Phoenix, AZ 85034-6000

Northwest
8. Western Aircraft Inc.
Boise, ID
Tel: 208-338-1800

48
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11. Muncie Aviation Company
Muncie, IN
Tel: 800-289-7141
12. Kansas City Aviation
Center
Olathe, KS
Tel :800-720-5222
13. Executive Air
Transport, Inc.
Muskeson, MI
Tel: 888-844-2359

Northeast
14. Three Wing Aviation
Group, LLC
Stratford, CT
Tel: 203-375-5796
15. Columbia Air Services
Groton, CT
Tel: 860-449-8999
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25. DLK Aviation
Kennesaw, GA
Tel: 770-427-4954
26. JPS Aviation LLC
Monroe, LA
Tel: 318-387-0222

31

21

Southwest

15

24. Flightline Group, Inc.
Tallahassee, FL
Tel: 850-574-4444
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16. Shoreline Aviation, Inc.
Marshfield, MA
Tel: 781-834-4928

27. Sun Aviation, Inc.
Vero Beach, FL
Tel: 772-562-9257
28. Skytech, Inc.
Rock Hill, SC
Tel: 803-366-5108

17. Columbia Air Services
BHB, LLC
Trenton, ME
Tel: 207-667-5534

29. Skytech, Inc.
Westminster, MD
Tel: 410-574-4144

18. C & W Aero Services, Inc.
West Caldwell, NJ
Tel: 973-227-5750

30. JetRight Aviation Maint.,
LLC
Nashville, TN
Tel: 615-360-2592

19. Tiffin Aire
Tiffin, OH
Tel: 419-447-4263

Southeast
20. Texas Piper North, Inc.
Addison, TX
Tel: 800-288-8375
21. Texas Piper South, Inc.
San Antonio, TX
Tel: 210-340-6780
22. Lubbock Aero, Inc.
Lubbock, TX
Tel: 806-747-5101
23. Naples Air Center
Naples, FL
Tel: 800-226-4000

31. Daytona Aircraft Services,
Inc
Daytona Beach, FL
Tel: 386-255-2049
32. Advanced Aircraft Center
Miami, FL
Tel: 305-259-8291

International Service Centers
Aviation Unlimited
Toronto Buttonville Airport
2833 16th Avenue, Box 101
Markham, Ontario L3R0P8
Tel: 905-477-4655
Mustang Maintenance & Repair
216 Avro Lane
Calgary, Alberta, T3Z3S5
Tel: 403-286-1129
Prairie Flying Service, Ltd.
Suite 200-3035 Tutor Drive
Regina, Saskatchewan S4W 1B5
Tel: 306-569-3700
Handfield Aviation, Inc.
4920 Route De L’Aeroport
St. Hubert, QC J3Y8Y9
Tel: 450-676-6299
J.P.Martins Aviacao Ltda.
Av. Olavo Fontoura, 780
Campo de Marte
CEP 02012-021
Sao Paulo-SP-Brazil
Tel: +55-11-3538-2555
Hangar Uno, S.A.
Aeropuerto Internacional San
Fernando
1646 San Fernando
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel: +54-11-4714-8100
Durandal International S.A.
Luis De La Torre 1004
Montevideo
11300 Uruguay
Tel: +598-2709-7267
Aeroneed/Nimbus
Av. Alcalde Fernando Castillo
Velasco 7941, La Reina
Region Metroploitano, Santiago
Chile
Tel: +56-9-8828-1994
Seijiro Yazawa Iwai Aviation S.A.
Edificio No. 126
Pan America Corporate Center
Edificio Aggreko, Planta Baja
Panama Pacifico
Republica de Panama
Tel: +1 (305) 458-1671
Talento Technico En Aviacion
Juan Salvador Agraz
65 Colonia Santa Fe Cuajimalpa
Piso 12
Mexico D.F.
5348
Tel: 555-662-3100
International Aviation Support B.V.
De Zanden 113
7395 PG
Tegue, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 55-323-1967

IAE Ltd.
Hangar 2
Cranfield Airfield
Bedford MK43 0JR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-123-4750661
MCA Aviation Ltd.
Business Aviation Centre
Hangar 603, Aviation Park
North East
Bournemouth International Airport
Dorset, BH23 6NE
England - United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (1202) 571711
British European Aviation Limited
Wycombe Air Park
Marlow
Buckinghamshire SL7 3DP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-1789-470476
RGV Aviation Ltd.
Gloucester Airport
Hangar SE40
Cheltenham GL51 6SP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-145-2855501
Piper Generalvertretung Deutschland AG
Flughafen Kassel
Calden D 34379
Germany
Tel: +49-5674-70452
ARLT Aircraft Services
Flugplatz, Halle 4
Worms, DE-67547
Germany
Tel: +49-624-1-23373

Spessart Air Service Center
Flugplatz Aschaffenburg
Großostheim D-63672
Germany
Tel: +49-602-66066

Wings Over Asia
66 Seletar Aerospace View
WOA Aviation Hangar-66, #03-01
Singapore 797509
Tel: +65-6659-6225

Wilhelm Tank GmbH
Flugplatz MariensielWilhelmshaven
Sande D-26452
Germany
Tel: +49-442-1201010

Aero Facility Co., LTD
Shimbashi Plaza Bldg. 15F
4-9-1 Shimbashi, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0004
Japan
Tel: +81-3-5402-6884

JB Investments Ltd
U1. Redutowa 10
Warszawa 01-103
Poland
Tel: +48-227-369919

RUAG Schweiz AG
Aeroporto Cantonale di Locarmo
Gordola CH-6596
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-7453388

OK Aviation Sales, s.r.o.
Airport Příbram
Drasov 201
261 01 Příbram
Czech Republic
Tel: +42-31-8690644

RUAG Schweiz AG
RUAG Aviation via Aeropuerto 12
CH-6596 Gordola
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-735-2940

Sim-Aviation
2nd Otdelenie s/za
“Solnechniy” 16
350012, Krasnodar, Russia
Tel: +78-61-2222200

AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Graz
A-8073 Feldkirchen
Austria
Tel: +43-316-296149

Cirrus d.o.o.
Tragovina, Prozvodnja
Tkaiska 12
SLO-3000 Celje
Slovenia
Tel: +38-63-4286230

UNI-FLY
Odense Airport
Hangar 37
Odense DK-5270
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH Denmark
Flugplatz Wallmuehle
Tel: +45-6595-55044
Atting D-94348
Germany
European Aircraft Sales ApS
Tel: +49-942-9716
GI. Skolevej 26
5642 Morud
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH Denmark
94474 Vilshofen,
Tel: +45-4016-5401
Flugplatz 2
Germany
Air Service Vamdrup
Tel: +49-854-18974
Flyplassveien 25
N-3514 Honefoss
Piper Maintenance GmbH
Norway (Norge)
Flughafen Kassel
Tel: +47-21-999-708
Calden 34379
Germany
Fanmei Aviation Ind. Group Ltd.
Tel: +49-567-470480
5 Wang Chong Street
Yongchang Township
Röder Präzision
Beichuan Qiang
Am Flugplatz
Sinchuan, China
Egelsbach, D 63329
Tel: +86-138-8028-3396
Germany
Tel: +49-610-34002670
Porta Air Service GmbH & Co. KG
Flughafen 9
Porta Westfalica D 32457
Germany
Tel: +49-573-176730
M M O P A

AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flugplatz Vosleau
Osterreichische-A-2540
Austria
Tel: +43-225-2790894

AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Linz, Hoersching
Osterreich A-4063
Austria
Tel: +43-722-164532
Airflite
26 Newton Road
Perth Airport
Western Australia 6105
Tel: +61-8-9478-9088
National Airways Corporation
Gate C, Hangar No. 104C
Lanseria Airport, Lanseria, 1748
South Africa
Tel: +27-11-267-5000
Global Aviation SA
Civil Aviation Airport of
Pachi, Megara
Megara, 19100
Greece
Tel: +30-22960-81154
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“Roger that!”
He’s not a pilot but when
you need to talk about
aviation marketing,
John Shoemaker speaks
your language. And more
importantly, he listens.
Call him today and find how
the publications he serves,
and the markets they reach,
can help your aviation related
business grow.

The last aviation weather book
you’ll ever need to buy!
Excellent book,
covering a wide
range of topics in
Scott Dennstaedt
an accurate but
intuitive fashion,
1/4 page exactly
Ad 4/C what
41pilots like.
10~ B777 Captain

Edoardo

41

I purchased and read the book immediately
after it became available, the best money
I've ever spent! ~ John O.

800-773-7798

Order your soft cover or e-Book today at

VP Demand Creation Services –
serving your advertising needs with
these fine aviation publications:
● ABS ● Comanche Flyer ● COPA Pilot
● King Air ● MMOPA
● Twin & Turbine

https://pilotweatherbook.com

Co-authored by Captain Doug Morris &
CFI/meteorologist Scott Dennstaedt

john.shoemaker@vpdemandcreation.com
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